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Searches at the LHC
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•Research under the scientific method starts from 
observations of the real world 

•At the LHC we instead start from a theory: 

- pre-Higgs era: mainly the SM 

- post-Higgs era: the SM + some new BSM signal 

•No longer learn from observations: blind 
analyses as the only way to perform searches

Replace

+



Searching for something
•This works very well when you know what to search for (eg, the Higgs boson): 

- design the trigger 

- optimize your offline cuts 

- optimize statistical analysis 
(eg, expected signal shape)
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Searching for anything
•What if you don’t know what to search for?
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- probe a plethora of theoretical models by looking at as many topologies as possible 

- becoming more and more cumbersome to interpret the results (use simplified models)

CMS EXO Summary LHCP 2021

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 47 090501 (2020)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/SummaryPlotsEXO13TeV#Moriond_LHCP_2021
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6471/ab4574


Searching for anything
•What if you don’t know what you search for? 

- probe a plethora of theoretical models 
by looking at as many topologies as possible 

- becoming more and more cumbersome to  
interpret the results (use simplified models)
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ARE WE LOOKING FOR THE “RIGHT” EVENTS? 
any cut could be a signal killer

IS THE “RIGHT EVENT” EVEN THERE? 
event filtering starts very early in the data processing

But nature might be different from all of these →



Big Data @ LHC
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At the LHC the proton beams collide at a 
frequency of 40 MHz 
Each collision produces O(103) particles 
The detectors have O(108) sensors used 
to detect these particles 
Extreme data rates of O(100 TB/s)!

ex, Compact Muon Solenoid
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CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

Data reduction @ LHC
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99.75% events  
rejected!

99% events  
rejected!

Such data rates require multiple levels of triggers

•With 40M collisions/seconds and 1000 stored, we might just being writing the 
wrong events 

- trigger algorithms quite model dependent 

- any other signature we did not think about could have easily be discarded



How to generalize?
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•Rather than starting from a signal  
hypothesis we could go back  
looking at data 

•If we identify an anomalous  
signature we could formulate  
an hypothesis

(RE)LEARNING FROM DATA



Model-independent searches
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Machine learning based anomaly detection algorithms 
can be used to look at our data without model assumptions 

(not the only way but the most data centric) 

Main idea uses unsupervised learning: train a NN on 
observed data populated by known SM processes to identify  
a general/unknown BSM signature as anomaly in the data



The physics case: dijet resonances
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Jet 1 Jet 2

Look for two jets → reconstruct invariant mass  
→ is that consistent with a new resonance? 

dijet invariant mass

X



The physics case: dijet resonances
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boson decay products fully  
contained in one single jet!

�Rmin
qq ⇡ 2

MV

pT,V

q

q’

q

q’
W / Z / HW / Z / H

High boost: MX ≳ 1 TeV

X

Look for two jets → are they consistent with a heavy SM particle? 
→ reconstruct invariant mass → is that consistent with a new resonance? 



The physics case: dijet resonances

•Extensively studied at colliders 

- classic dijet w/ no jet tagging 

- tt ̄w/ dedicated top tagging 

- diboson w/ dedicated SM boson  
jet tagging 

- most recently: triboson! 

- … 

•Many other possible BSM scenarios 
not covered by these searches 

•Or there could be a BSM 
signal we never thought of 

➜ how to generalize?
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Search for resonances decaying to triple W-boson final states  
in proton-proton collisions at √s = 13 TeV 

asdjk 
CMS-PAS-B2G-20-001

4-prong jet 
structure

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/B2G-20-001/index.html


Building a QCD-jet veto
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Figure 1. Pictorial representations of different jet substructures at the LHC. Left: jets originating
from quarks or gluons produce one cluster of particles, approximately cone-shaped, developing
along the flight direction of the particle starting the shower. Center: when produced with large
transverse momentum, a heavy boson decaying to quarks would result into a single jet, made of 2
particle clusters (usually referred to as sub-jets). Right: In its full decay chain, a high-momentum
t ! Wb ! qqb results into a jet composed of three sub-jets.

In this work, we compare the typical performances of some of these approaches to what
is achievable with a jet identification algorithm based on an IN (JEDI-net). Interaction
networks [5] (INs) have been introduced to predict the evolution of physical systems under
the influence of forces, e.g. gravitational force, springs, etc. This is achieved by constructing
a graph network representing the system and learning the interaction between the nodes of
the graph. This results into a post-interaction representation of the system, which is used
to predict the evolution of the system. In our case, we are interested to INs as a tool to
learn a fixed-size jet representation, that is used to train a jet classifier. In this respect,
INs are interesting because the can learn a sparse representation with an architecture that
(at least in principle) is similar to the 2 ! 1 recombination procedure that is followed to
cluster jets. To a certain extent, INs (and graph networks in general) seem to be more
QCD-compliant than other network architectures. For instance (see section 4), INs process
jet-constituent four-momenta in pairs and can potentially learn the metrics typically used
for jet clustering, such as the anti-kt [3], kt [2], or Cambridge-Aachen [1] jet algorithms. In
this paper, we investigate if this structural affinity to jet clustering algorithms translates
into a better tagging performance.

This paper is structured as follows: we provide in section 2 a list of related works. We
describe in section 3 the utilized dataset. The structure of the JEDI-net model is discussed
in section 4. Section 5 briefly introduces alternative benchmark models, based on other
DL architectures, whose design and optimization are discussed in Appendix A. Results are
shown in section 6. We conclude with a discussion and outlooks of this work in section 8.

– 2 –

BACKGROUND QCD JET VS ANY OF THESE

•Dijet searches overwhelmed by QCD multijet background 
•How to be sensitive to an unknown and low-coupling BSM signal → veto QCD jets 
•Novel ML-based approaches uses autoencoders



Autoencoders in a nutshell
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•Compression-decompression algorithm that learns to describe a given dataset in 
terms of points in a lower-dimension latent space 

•Unsupervised learning algorithm that can be used for anomaly detection (but not only) 

- train on a reference data sample 

- when applied on new data of different kind compression-decompression might fail 

- define an anomaly score in some metric quantifying how “far” the decompressed output 
is from the input (e.g., the reconstruction loss)

<latexit sha1_base64="hA7iB1VQ8BXJm4bDbm+6fTjP3lo=">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</latexit>

Lreco = ||x� x̂||2 = MSE(input, output)



Autoencoders for jets

•Recent idea to use autoencoders for jet tagging, 
in order to define a QCD-jet veto [*] 

•Based on jet images but other physics-inspired 
representations can be used 

•Applied in a BSM search (e.g., dijet resonance) 
could highlight new physics signal

15[*] Heimel et al.: SciPost Phys. 6, 030 (2019) , Farina et al.: Phys. Rev. D 101, 075021 (2020)Figure 2: Distribution of reconstruction error computed with a CNN autoencoder on test samples of
QCD background (gray) and two signals: tops (blue) and 400GeV gluinos (orange).

We see that the autoencoder works as advertised: it learns to reconstruct the QCD

background that it has been trained on (to be precise, we train on 100k QCD jets and

then we evaluate the autoencoder on a separate sample of QCD jets), and it fails to

reconstruct the signals that it has never seen before. This is further illustrated in Fig. 3,

which shows the average QCD, top and gluino jet image before and after autoencoder

reconstruction. We see by eye that the QCD images are reconstructed well on average,

while the others contain more errors.

By sliding the reconstruction loss threshold L > LS around, we can turn the his-

tograms in Fig. 2 into ROC curves. The ROC curves for the di↵erent autoencoder

architectures are shown in Fig. 4 for the top and gluino signals. For comparison we have

also included the ROC curve obtained by cutting on jet mass as an anomaly threshold.

While the three architectures have comparable performances it is clear there are some

important di↵erences. For tops, the CNN outperforms the others, while for gluinos the

situation is largely reversed. Surprisingly, for gluinos, the CNN is even outperformed

by the humble PCA autoencoder at all but the lowest signal e�ciencies! We will ex-

plore this in more detail in section 4.2, but a clue as to what’s going on is shown in

the comparison of the PCA ROC curve with the jet mass ROC curve. For gluinos,

they track each other extremely closely, suggesting that the PCA reconstruction error is

highly correlated with jet mass. We will confirm this in section 4.2. Evidently, the PCA

autoencoder (and to a lesser extent the dense autoencoder) has learned to reconstruct
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e.g, jet images e.g, jet images

<latexit sha1_base64="Julatu39PmaX4K+IuY/T9fopuF8=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsCiuSlJEXUnRjQsXFewD2hAm00k7dDITZiZCCfkDN/6KGxeKuHXrzr9x0mZhWw9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04P9bS8srq2nppo7y5tb2za+/tt5RIJCZNLJiQnQApwignTU01I51YEhQFjLSD0U3utx+JVFTwBz2OiRehAachxUgbybdPehHSQ4xYepf5qSRYZPAKzog40ZlvV5yqMwFcJG5BKqBAw7e/e32Bk4hwjRlSqus6sfZSJDXFjGTlXqJIjPAIDUjXUI4iorx08k8Gj43Sh6GQpriGE/XvRIoipcZRYDrzQ9W8l4v/ed1Eh5deSnmcaMLxdFGYMKgFzMOBfWoS0GxsCMKSmlshHiKJsDYRlk0I7vzLi6RVq7rn1dr9WaV+XcRRAofgCJwCF1yAOrgFDdAEGDyBF/AG3q1n69X6sD6nrUtWMXMAZmB9/QL4lZ1D</latexit>

Lreco > Lcut

<latexit sha1_base64="hA7iB1VQ8BXJm4bDbm+6fTjP3lo=">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</latexit>

Lreco = ||x� x̂||2 = MSE(input, output)

https://scipost.org/10.21468/SciPostPhys.6.3.030
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.075021


Variational autoencoders for jets
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•Instead of encoding an input as a single point, encode it as a distribution over the 
latent space 

•The encoded distributions are chosen to be normal → encoder trained to return the 
mean ( µ ) and the covariance matrix ( σ ) describing the multi-dim Gaussian



Variational autoencoders for jets
•The loss function is the sum of two terms: 

- reconstruction loss 
make the encoding-decoding scheme as performant as possible 

- Kullback-Leibler (KL) loss = distance between gaussian pdfs 
regularization term on the latent space

17
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Lreco = ||x� x̂||2 = MSE(input, output)
µP = 0, σP = 1



Jet data representation
•Standard image representation of jets not the only possibility 

- for instance, images do not deal well with sparsity and permutations 

•Use instead a particle-based representation with permutation invariant 
reconstruction loss [Chamfer distance]

18K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

pair-wise 
minimum distance

https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.00603
https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


Jet data representation
•Standard image representation of jets not the only possibility 

- for instance, images do not deal well with sparsity and permutations 

•Use instead a particle-based representation with permutation invariant 
reconstruction loss [Chamfer distance]
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particle VAE

image VAE

K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.00603
https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


•Train a jet autoencoder on each jet individually in observed dijet data 

- choose sample enriched in QCD multijet background: 
high |Δηjj| region 

•Define an anomaly score: 

- total loss function as the first choice 

- evaluate on test dataset where a possible 
signal could live: low |Δηjj| region 

•Go from anomalous jets to  
anomalous dijet events 
combining the two individual jet losses 

Apply it to the dijet search

20

TEST 
DATASET

trained 
modelloss per jetcombined 2-jet loss

K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


•Train a jet autoencoder on each jet individually in observed dijet data 

- choose sample enriched in QCD multijet background: 
high |Δηjj| region 

•Define an anomaly score: 

- total loss function as the first choice 

- evaluate on test dataset where a possible 
signal could live: low |Δηjj| region 

•Go from anomalous jets to  
anomalous dijet events 
combining the two individual jet losses 

Apply it to the dijet search
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trained 
modelloss per jetcombined 2-jet loss

POSSIBLE LOSSES COMBINATION STRATEGIES:

TEST 
DATASET

K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


Apply it to the dijet search

•Doing so, one wants to avoid deformations in the background distribution that could 
fake a signal and/or disrupt the background estimation 

- bump hunt in X=mjj for dijet resonance search case

22

Some Discriminating Quantity XSome Discriminating Quantity X



Apply it to the dijet search
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•Use a quantile regression to obtain a X-dependent cut on the loss 

- chosen quantile value driven by the target  
background rejection rate 

- compute on a F fraction of the signal 
region data or use cross-training procedure

Lreco(Xi) > Lcut(Xi)
ACCEPTED EVENTS (eg, 10%)

REJECTED (eg, 90%)



Apply it to the dijet search
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•Use a quantile regression to obtain a X-dependent cut on the loss 

- chosen quantile value driven by the target  
background rejection rate 

- compute on a F fraction of the signal 
region data or use cross-training procedure 

•Bin the sample in orthogonal quantile ranges 

•Each bin with different signal 
vs background rates

Lreco(Xi) > Lcut(Xi)

K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


Apply it to the dijet search
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•Use a quantile regression to obtain a X-dependent cut on the loss 

- chosen quantile value driven by the target  
background rejection rate 

- compute on a F fraction of the signal 
region data or use cross-training procedure 

•Bin the sample in orthogonal quantile ranges 

•Each bin with different signal 
vs background rates 

•By construction and in absence of signal,  
background shape is the same  
in all quantile bins

Lreco(Xi) > Lcut(Xi)

K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


Boosting sensitivity of dijet searches
•Method performance evaluated for a traditional signal 

- heavy resonance decaying to WW 

- narrow (1% width) and broad (35% width) 

•Implement traditional bump hunt in 
dijet invariant mass spectrum 

•Inject signal of increasing cross-section in  
QR training and observed dataset and 
compare p-values for: 

- fit to the inclusive dijet spectrum 

- simultaneous fit to all loss  
quantiles bins
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NARROW G→WW

K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


Boosting sensitivity of dijet searches
•Method performance evaluated for a traditional signal 

- heavy resonance decaying to WW 

- narrow (1% width) and broad (35% width) 

•Implement traditional bump hunt in 
dijet invariant mass spectrum 

•Inject signal of increasing cross-section in  
QR training and observed dataset and 
compare p-values for: 

- fit to the inclusive dijet spectrum 

- simultaneous fit to all AE loss  
quantiles bins
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BROAD G→WW

The same idea can be applied to any final states with N>=1 jets and for any discriminating variable X!

K. A. Wozniak et al.: paper in preparation (also presented at ML4Jets)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/980214/contributions/4413524/


•We can test this AD algo right now as data in such high jet pT and mjj region are 
available for an offline analysis (i.e., above jet trigger thresholds) 

•Such phase space might not be where new physics live and dijet resonances are not 
the only interesting signature to probe  

- low mass dijet resonances, b-jets tagging, leptons in jets, lepton+jet signatures, etc…

28

SO FAR SO GOOD…
Jet 1 Jet 2
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CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

99.75% events  
rejected!

99% events  
rejected!

Correct the problem as early as possible in the data reduction flow!

THE ANOMALY MIGHT BE DISCARDED BY THE TRIGGER



More boost: apply it to the trigger!
•DL algorithms can become relatively large → memory and number of operations 

required for the inference can easily explode 

•Strict constraints at L1 trigger: 

- latency of O(μs) → use FPGA hardware 

- scarse resources (mostly occupied to calibrate sensors, build physics objects, etc..)

30
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CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

99.75% events  
rejected!

99% events  
rejected!

How to fit a ML algo here?

Correct the problem as early as possible in the data reduction flow!
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Bring DL to FPGA for L1 trigger with

high level synthesis for machine learning

•Automated tool to deploy DNN in FPGA with ultra low latency 
•Easy to tune the inference performance for your specific application: 

precision, resource vs latency/throughput tradeoff 

•Can be used as API 
•Includes several debugging utilities 

•Most common DL layers and  
activation functions supported



Neural network inference on FPGA
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Neural network inference  
=  

matrix multiplication

Efficient implementation on FPGA uses 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS  

There are about 5–10k DSPs in 
modern FPGAs!

ex: Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale +



Make the model fit on one chip
•Some tricks are needed here: 

- Compression/pruning: remove 
the connections that play little role  
for final decision

33

Fully parallelized  
(max DSP use)

compression

70% compression ~ 70% fewer DSPs

Number of DSPs available

CHAPTER 3. PRUNING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS 20

SUXQLQJ�
QHXURQV

SUXQLQJ�
V\QDSVHV

DIWHU�SUXQLQJEHIRUH�SUXQLQJ

Figure 3.1: Pruning the synapses and neurons of a deep neural network.

the connections that have been removed. The phases of pruning and retraining may be repeated
iteratively to further reduce network complexity. In e!ect, this training process learns the network
connectivity in addition to the weights — this parallels the human brain development [109] [110],
where excess synapses formed in the first few months of life are gradually "pruned", with neurons
losing little-used connections while preserving the functionally important connections.

On the ImageNet dataset, the pruning method reduced the number of parameters of AlexNet
by a factor of 9! (61 to 6.7 million), without incurring accuracy loss. Similar experiments with
VGG-16 found that the total number of parameters can be reduced by 13! (138 to 10.3 million),
again with no loss of accuracy. We also experimented with the more e"cient fully-convolutional
neural networks: GoogleNet (Inception-V1), SqueezeNet, and ResNet-50, which have zero or very
thin fully connected layers. From these experiments we find that they share very similar pruning
ratios before the accuracy drops: 70% of the parameters in those fully-convolutional neural networks
can be pruned. GoogleNet is pruned from 7 million to 2 million parameters, SqueezeNet from 1.2
million to 0.38 million, and ResNet-50 from 25.5 million to 7.47 million, all with no loss of Top-1 and
Top-5 accuracy on Imagenet.

In the following sections, we provide solutions on how to prune neural networks and how to
retrain the pruned model to recover prediction accuracy. We also demonstrate the speedup and
energy e"ciency improvements of the pruned model when run on commodity hardware.

3.2 Pruning Methodology

Our pruning method employs a three-step process: training connectivity, pruning connections,
and retraining the remaining weights. The last two steps can be done iteratively to obtain better
compression ratios. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Algorithm 1.



Make the model fit on one chip
•Some tricks are needed here: 

- Compression/pruning: remove 
the connections that play little role  
for final decision 

- Quantisation: represents numbers 
with few bits reduce resources

34

Jennifer Ngadiuba - hls4ml: deep neural networks in FPGAs25.04.2018

Efficient NN design: quantization
• In FPGAs use fixed point data types → less resources and latency than 32-bit floating 

point 

• NN inputs, weights, biases, outputs represented as

 29

0101.1011101010

width
fractionalinteger

ap_fixed<14,4>

Quantization

Quantized [24, 36–39] and even binarized [40–43] neural networks have been studied in detail as an
additional way to compress neural networks by reducing the number of bits required to represent each
weight. FPGAs provide considerable freedom in the choice of data type and precision. Both are
important to consider to prevent the wasting of FPGA resources and latency. In hls4ml we use fixed
point arithmetic, which uses less resources and latency than floating point arithmetic. Resource usage
using floating point arithmetic and integer arithmetic use the same resources.

The inputs, weights, biases, sums, and outputs of each layer (see Eq. 2.1) are all represented as
fixed point numbers. For each, the number of bits above and below the binary point can be configured
for the use case. It is broadly observed that precision can be reduced significantly without causing a
loss in performance [XXX], but this must be done with care. In Fig. 7, we show the distribution of
the absolute value of the weights after the compression described in Sec. 2.3. In this case, to avoid
overflow in the weights, at least three bits should be assigned above the binary point — two to envelope
the largest absolute value and one for the sign. The neuron values, xm, and intermediate signals in the
FPGA used to compute them, require more bits, given the form of Equation 2.1. We determine the
number of bits to assign below the binary point by scanning physics performance versus number of
these bits.

Figure 7: Distribution of the absolute value of the weights after compression.

In addition to saving on resources used for signal routing, reducing precision saves on resources
and latency used for mathematical operations. For many applications the primary limitation will be
the DSP resources of the FPGA used for multiplication. The number of DSPs used per multiplier
depends on the precision of the numbers being multiplied and can change abruptly. For example, one
Xilinx DSP48 block [XXX] can multiply a 25-bit number with an 18-bit number, but two are required
to multiply a 25-bit number with a 19-bit number. Similarly, the latency of multipliers increases with
precision, though they can remain pipelined. Detailed exploration of the e�ect of calculation precision
is presented in Sec. 3.

– 12 –

integer bits = 2 + 1 for sign
(need more for neurons)

• But need more bits for neurons as computed with 
multiplications and sums → we perform a scan of 
physics performance versus bit precision

• To avoid overflow/underflow of weights at 
least 3 bits needed

ap_fixed<width,integer>

weights
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Network Tuning: Parallelization

!15

related to the Initiation Interval = when new inputs are introduced to the algo.

• ReuseFactor: how much to parallelize

mult

mult

mult

mult

mult

mult

mult

reuse = 4
use 1 multiplier 4 times

reuse = 2
use 2 multipliers 2 times each

reuse = 1
use 4 multipliers 1 time each

Make the model fit on one chip
•Some tricks are needed here: 

- Compression/pruning: remove 
the connections that play little role  
for final decision 

- Quantisation: represents numbers 
with few bits reduce resources 

- Reuse: allocate resources for each 
operation (run all network in one 
clock) vs spread calculation across 
several clock cycles
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Jennifer Ngadiuba - hls4ml: deep neural networks in FPGAs25.04.2018

Efficient NN design: quantization
• In FPGAs use fixed point data types → less resources and latency than 32-bit floating 

point 

• NN inputs, weights, biases, outputs represented as

 29

0101.1011101010

width
fractionalinteger

ap_fixed<14,4>

Quantization

Quantized [24, 36–39] and even binarized [40–43] neural networks have been studied in detail as an
additional way to compress neural networks by reducing the number of bits required to represent each
weight. FPGAs provide considerable freedom in the choice of data type and precision. Both are
important to consider to prevent the wasting of FPGA resources and latency. In hls4ml we use fixed
point arithmetic, which uses less resources and latency than floating point arithmetic. Resource usage
using floating point arithmetic and integer arithmetic use the same resources.

The inputs, weights, biases, sums, and outputs of each layer (see Eq. 2.1) are all represented as
fixed point numbers. For each, the number of bits above and below the binary point can be configured
for the use case. It is broadly observed that precision can be reduced significantly without causing a
loss in performance [XXX], but this must be done with care. In Fig. 7, we show the distribution of
the absolute value of the weights after the compression described in Sec. 2.3. In this case, to avoid
overflow in the weights, at least three bits should be assigned above the binary point — two to envelope
the largest absolute value and one for the sign. The neuron values, xm, and intermediate signals in the
FPGA used to compute them, require more bits, given the form of Equation 2.1. We determine the
number of bits to assign below the binary point by scanning physics performance versus number of
these bits.

Figure 7: Distribution of the absolute value of the weights after compression.

In addition to saving on resources used for signal routing, reducing precision saves on resources
and latency used for mathematical operations. For many applications the primary limitation will be
the DSP resources of the FPGA used for multiplication. The number of DSPs used per multiplier
depends on the precision of the numbers being multiplied and can change abruptly. For example, one
Xilinx DSP48 block [XXX] can multiply a 25-bit number with an 18-bit number, but two are required
to multiply a 25-bit number with a 19-bit number. Similarly, the latency of multipliers increases with
precision, though they can remain pipelined. Detailed exploration of the e�ect of calculation precision
is presented in Sec. 3.

– 12 –

integer bits = 2 + 1 for sign
(need more for neurons)

• But need more bits for neurons as computed with 
multiplications and sums → we perform a scan of 
physics performance versus bit precision

• To avoid overflow/underflow of weights at 
least 3 bits needed

ap_fixed<width,integer>

weights

more parallelization → more resources



Ultra-low latency inference
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TIMING 23

Behavior of pipeline 
interval controlled well 

by the reuse factor

Additional latency 
introduced by reusing 

the multipliers

∼75 ns!

∼175 ns

Figure 1. Pictorial representations of different jet substructures at the LHC. Left: jets originating
from quarks or gluons produce one cluster of particles, approximately cone-shaped, developing
along the flight direction of the particle starting the shower. Center: when produced with large
transverse momentum, a heavy boson decaying to quarks would result into a single jet, made of 2
particle clusters (usually referred to as sub-jets). Right: In its full decay chain, a high-momentum
t ! Wb ! qqb results into a jet composed of three sub-jets.

In this work, we compare the typical performances of some of these approaches to what
is achievable with a jet identification algorithm based on an IN (JEDI-net). Interaction
networks [5] (INs) have been introduced to predict the evolution of physical systems under
the influence of forces, e.g. gravitational force, springs, etc. This is achieved by constructing
a graph network representing the system and learning the interaction between the nodes of
the graph. This results into a post-interaction representation of the system, which is used
to predict the evolution of the system. In our case, we are interested to INs as a tool to
learn a fixed-size jet representation, that is used to train a jet classifier. In this respect,
INs are interesting because the can learn a sparse representation with an architecture that
(at least in principle) is similar to the 2 ! 1 recombination procedure that is followed to
cluster jets. To a certain extent, INs (and graph networks in general) seem to be more
QCD-compliant than other network architectures. For instance (see section 4), INs process
jet-constituent four-momenta in pairs and can potentially learn the metrics typically used
for jet clustering, such as the anti-kt [3], kt [2], or Cambridge-Aachen [1] jet algorithms. In
this paper, we investigate if this structural affinity to jet clustering algorithms translates
into a better tagging performance.

This paper is structured as follows: we provide in section 2 a list of related works. We
describe in section 3 the utilized dataset. The structure of the JEDI-net model is discussed
in section 4. Section 5 briefly introduces alternative benchmark models, based on other
DL architectures, whose design and optimization are discussed in Appendix A. Results are
shown in section 6. We conclude with a discussion and outlooks of this work in section 8.

– 2 –

→ high-level features: 
jet mass, substructure,  
multiplicity, etc…

better



Quantization-aware  
training
•Post-training quantization can affect accuracy 

- for a given bit allocation, the loss minimum at 
floating-point precision might not be  
the minimum anymore 

•One could specify quantization while look  
for the minimum 

- maximize accuracy for minimal FPGA resources 

•Workflow: quantization-aware training with 
Google QKeras and firmware design with 
hls4ml for best NN inference on FPGA 
performance

37C. N. Coelho et al.: Nature Machine Intelligence, Volume 3 (2021)

https://github.com/google/qkeras
https://github.com/fastmachinelearning/hls4ml
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10159


More boost: apply it to the trigger!
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Javier Duarte I hls4ml 6

CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

99.75% events  
rejected!

99% events  
rejected!

Correct the problem as early as possible in the data reduction flow!

Allows us to consider for the first time the 
possibility of deploying ML-based AD algorithms 
on the FPGAs mounted on the L1T boards



Fast autoencoders @ L1
•We start from the single-lepton data used in [*] to demonstrate anomaly detection at 

HLT → stream of data selected by the L1 input to the second HLT tier 

- passed L1 because of one lepton (e,μ) with pT > 23 GeV + loose isolation

39[*] O. Cerri et al.: JHEP (2019) 2019: 36

Sample mainly consists of  
W, Z, tt & QCD

BSM signals to estimate  
AD algo potential

• mA = 50 GeV 
• mLQ = 80 GeV

• mh0 = 60 GeV 
• mh± = 60 GeV

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2019)036


Fast autoencoders @ L1
•In the previous work 21 high-level 

features were used, highlighting the 
difference between these SM processes 
(no specific BSM signal in mind) 

•Showed that a VAE based AD algorithm 
could enhance S/B for all four processes 
simultaneously with respect to single 
lepton trigger thresholds downstream 
the L1, i.e. at HLT 

•Allows to probe low mass signals 
typically killed by too high trigger 
thresholds

40

overlapping collisions per beam crossing (pileup) to ⇠ 20. These beam conditions loosely correspond
to the LHC operating conditions in 2016.

Events generated by PYTHIA8 are processed with the DELPHES library [21], to emulate detector
efficiency and resolution effects. We take as benchmark detector description the upgraded design of
the CMS detector, foreseen for the High-Luminosity LHC phase [22]. In particular, we use the CMS
HL-LHC detector card distributed with DELPHES. We run the DELPHES particle-flow (PF) algorithm,
which combines the information from different detector components to derive a list of reconstructed
particles, the so-called PF candidates. For each particle, the algorithm returns the measured energy
and flight direction. Each particle is associated to one of three classes: charged particles, photons,
and neutral hadrons.

Events are filtered at generation requiring an electron, muon, or tau lepton with pT > 22 GeV.
Once detector effects are taken into account with DELPHES, events are further selected requiring the
presence of one reconstructed electron or muon with transverse momentum pT > 23 GeV and a
loose isolation requirement ISO < 0.45, where the isolation is computed as:

ISO =

P
p 6=q

pp
T

pq
T

, (1)

and the sum extends over all the photons, charged and neutral hadrons within a cone of size �R =p
�⌘2 +��2 < 0.3 from the lepton.1

The 21 considered HLF quantities are:

• The isolated-lepton transverse momentum p`
T

.
• The three isolation quantities (CHPFISO, NEUPFISO, GAMMAPFISO) for the isolated

lepton, computed with respect to charged particles, neutral hadrons and photons, respectively.
• The lepton charge.
• A boolean flag (ISELE) set to 1 when the trigger lepton is an electron, 0 otherwise.
• ST , i.e. the scalar sum of the pT of all the jets, leptons, and photons in the event with

pT > 30 GeV and |⌘| < 2.6. Jets are clustered from the reconstructed PF candidates, using
the FASTJET [23] implementation of the anti-kT jet algorithm [24], with jet-size parameter
R=0.4.

• The number of jets entering the ST sum (NJ ).
• The invariant mass of the set of jets entering the ST sum (MJ ).
• The number of these jets being identified as originating from a b quark (Nb).
• The missing transverse momentum, decomposed into its parallel (pmiss

T,k ) and orthogonal
(pmiss

T,?) components with respect to the isolated lepton direction. The missing transverse
momentum is defined as the negative sum of the PF-candidate pT vectors:

~p miss
T

= �
X

q

~p q

T
. (2)

• The transverse mass, MT , of the isolated lepton ` and the Emiss
T

system, defined as:

MT =
q
2p`

T
Emiss

T
(1� cos��) , (3)

with �� the azimuth separation between the lepton and ~p miss
T

vector, and Emiss
T

the absolute
value of ~p miss

T
.

• The number of selected muons (Nµ).
• The invariant mass of this set of muons (Mµ).

1As common in collider physics, we use a Cartesian coordinate system with the z axis oriented along the
beam axis, the x axis on the horizontal plane, and the y axis oriented upward. The x and y axes define the
transverse plane, while the z axis identifies the longitudinal direction. The azimuth angle � is computed from
the x axis. The polar angle ✓ is used to compute the pseudorapidity ⌘ = � log(tan(✓/2)). We fix units such
that c = ~ = 1.

3

• The total transverse momentum of these muons (pµ
T,TOT

).

• The number of selected electrons (Ne).
• The invariant mass of this set of electrons (Me).
• The total transverse momentum of these electrons (pe

T,TOT
).

• The number of reconstructed charged hadrons.
• The number of reconstructed neutral hadrons.

This list of HLF quantities is not defined having in mind a specific BSM scenario. Instead, it is
conceived to include relevant information to discriminate the various SM processes populating the
single-lepton data stream. On the other hand, it is generic enough to allow (at least in principle) the
identification of a large set of new physics scenarios.

Many SM processes would contribute to the considered single-lepton dataset. For simplicity, we
restrict the list of relevant SM processes to the four with highest production cross section, namely:

• Inclusive W production, with W ! `⌫ (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• Inclusive Z production, with Z ! `` (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• tt̄ production.
• QCD multijet production.2

These samples are mixed to provide a SM cocktail dataset, which is then used to train autoencoder
models and to tune the threshold requirement that defines what we consider an anomaly. The cocktail
is built scaling down the high-statistics samples (tt̄, W , and Z samples) to the lowest-statistics one
(QCD, whose generation is the most computing-expensive), according to their production cross-
section value (estimated at leading order with PYTHIA) and selection efficiency (shown in Tab. 1).
The equivalent integrated luminosity of the SM cocktail sample corresponds to XXX fb�1.

Table 1: Acceptance and trigger efficiency of SM processes and corresponding values for BSM
benchmark models. The monthly event yield is computed assuming an average integrated luminosity
of 5 fb�1 per month, corresponding to 8 months of data taking and a total integrated luminosity of
⇠ 40 fb�1, as in 2016. For BSM models, we compute the production cross section corresponding to
100 selected events.

Standard Model processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Cross Events Event

efficiency section [nb] fraction /month
W 55.6% 68% 58 59.2% 110M

QCD 0.08% 9.6% 1.6 · 105 33.8% 63M
Z 16% 77% 20 6.7% 12M
tt̄ 37% 49% 0.7 0.3% 0.6M

BSM benchmark processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Total Cross-section

efficiency efficiency 100 events/month
Z 0 31% 29% 9.1% 219 fb
W 0 48% 62% 29.7% 67 fb

LQ ! b⌧ 19% 62% 12.0% 166 fb
a ! 4` 5% 98% 4.6% 436 fb

In addition, we consider the following BSM models to benchmark the anomaly-detection capabilities:

• A leptoquark with mass 80 GeV, decaying to a b quark and a ⌧ lepton.
• A Higgs scalar boson with mass 50 GeV, decaying to two off-shell Z bosons, each forced to

decay to two leptons (for a total of four leptons in the final state).
• A Z 0 with mass 60 GeV, decaying to a pair of opposite-sign same-flavor leptons.

2To speed up the generation process for QCD events, we require
p
ŝ > 100 GeV, the fraction of QCD events

with
p
ŝ < 100 GeV and producing a lepton within acceptance being negligible but computationally expensive.

4



Fast autoencoders @ L1
•To port it to L1 we move to momentum-based 

data representation 

- avoid need of computing high-level  
features at L1 which can be time  
or resource consuming 

- number of objects chosen to emulate limited L1 
bandwidth 

- zero padding if less objects are found

41E. Govorkova, E. Puljak et al.: paper in preparation



Fast autoencoders @ L1
•We compare different architectures: CNN vs DNN and autoencoders versus 

variational AE 

•Need to be careful with VAE → total loss as metric sub-optimal @ L1 

- random sampling not practical in L1 environment 

- trigger decision required to be deterministic

42



ALTERNATIVE APPROACH: 

•Train encoder+decoder with 

•Define an AD figure of merit in the latent space 

•Advantages for L1 trigger application: 

- no sampling at inference 

- save resources and latency by not running decoder at inference

Fast autoencoders @ L1
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Pull of Gaussian from expectation 
(µ=0, σ=1) in the latent space
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Rz =
X

i

(µi/�i)
2or

Idea from the  
Dark Machines AD work 

arxiv.2105.14027

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.14027
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DNN ROC A →  4l
IO VAE (AUC = 91%)
VAE DKL (AUC = 91%)
VAE Rz (AUC = 88%)
IO AE (AUC = 92%)

•For the DNN: MSEVAE ≅ MSEAE ≅ DKL  → can run only encoder @ L1 without loss 
in performance 

•For the CNN: VAE performing better than AE at low FPR but loss in performance 
when using RZ or DKL strategies

Dense NN 
Signal: A → 4l
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CNN ROC A →  4l
IO VAE (AUC = 94%)
VAE DKL (AUC = 80%)
VAE Rz (AUC = 80%)
IO AE (AUC = 94%)

Convolutional NN 
Signal: A → 4l



Fast autoencoders @ L1
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̴x10 improvement wrt original study!
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DNN ROC A →  4l
IO VAE (AUC = 91%)
VAE DKL (AUC = 91%)
VAE Rz (AUC = 88%)
IO AE (AUC = 92%)

FPR = 10-5 → threshold for comparing figures of merit ( 1̴000 events/month)

Dense NN 
Signal: A → 4l



Fast autoencoders @ L1

•Perform compression with Tensorflow Pruning API during training,  
targeting 50% sparsity → baseline pruned model 

- obtain similar performance as for the unpruned model 

•Perform quantization-aware training with QKeras while also imposing 50% 
compression → quantized model 

- for VAE this is done for the encoder only 

- scan range 2 to 16 integer bits and compare performance with respect to baseline 
pruned model in terms of AUC and TPR @ fixed FPR of 10-5

46

MAKE  
THE MODEL FIT

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.01878


Quantized autoencoders
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PLAIN CNN AUTOENCODER WITH MSE AD SCORE

•Very stable performance versus bitwidth 

•Ratios are typically above 1  
→ quantized model is better than baseline 

- QKeras returns the best configuration to 
guarantee reconstruction quality 

- not obvious that such configuration would 
preserve the AD performance of the  
full-precision model 

•Similar results for the DNN based architecture

AUC ratio

TPR ratio at FPR 10-5



Quantized autoencoders
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VARIATIONAL CNN AUTOENCODER WITH DKL SCORE

•Less stable performance versus bitwidth  
wrt plain AE 

•Ratios are typically below 1  
→ quantized model is worse than baseline 

•Similar results for RZ strategy and DNN 
based architecture

Quantization-aware training not 
necessarily the best solution for 
anomaly detection metrics 
 
and other approaches could exist…

AUC ratio

TPR ratio at FPR 10-5
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Find training/testing datasets  
and lot of info on how to estimate 
latency and footprint of your algorithm!

Welcome to the 
Anomaly Detection 

Data Challenge 2021!

Other approaches could exist 
for optimized anomaly detection  
in low-latency and low-resource  
experimental environments 
 
We have though setup a new challenge to 
stimulate a community effort!

CLICK ME!

https://mpp-hep.github.io/ADC2021/


Fast autoencoders @ L1

50nb, results for target device for Phase 2 CMS trigger system

Could already be 
implemented for Run 3 
latency: 4 µs

Target HL-LHC 
latency: 12 µs

MAKE  
THE MODEL FIT 

with hls4ml
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Process each collision every 25 ns 
with an AD algorithm Might get collected 

because triggered  
by a standard algo

Could be a hint of a so far  
unimagined process  

How do we characterize this “hint”? 
What to do with these anomalous data?

The answer is an additional and new field of study (or the next data challenge)

Triggering on the unimagined

IS IT 
ANOMALOUS?

NO

YES



Conclusions
•Our current “supervised” strategy in the search for new physics at the LHC works 

very well when you know what to look for (eg, the search for the Higgs boson) 

•This approach becoming a limiting factor in absence of a strong theoretical 
guidance 

•We even fully discard events “forever” if they do not pass two layers of trigger 
algorithms which also follow that guidance 

- to confront a big-data problem to become even more challenging at HL-LHC 

•We should (re)learn to look at data and make hypothesis from observations 

•Deep learning as a crucial ingredient to achieve this with autoencoders being the 
focus of this talk 

•Certainly the incoming Run 3 is the right time to explore this approach to incentivate 
new ideas in view of HL-LHC!
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THANK YOU!
Material based on ongoing work from 

T. Aarrestad, J. Ngadiuba, M. Pierini, K. Govorkova, E. Puljak, K. Wozniak



BONUS



Efficient NN design: compression
•Neural Network compression is a widespread technique to reduce the size, energy 

consumption, and overtraining of deep neural networks 

•Several approaches in literature [arxiv.1510.00149, arxiv.1712.01312, arxiv.1405.3866, arxiv.1602.07576, 
doi:10.1145/1150402.1150464]  

•Today we will test the tensorflow model sparsity toolkit 
- https://blog.tensorflow.org/2019/05/tf-model-optimization-toolkit-pruning-API.html

55

Main idea: 
iteratively remove low magnitude 
weights, starting with 0 sparsity, 
smoothly increasing up to the set 
target as training proceeds

https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.00149
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.01312
https://arxiv.org/abs/1405.3866
https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.07576
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=1150402.1150464
https://blog.tensorflow.org/2019/05/tf-model-optimization-toolkit-pruning-API.html
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weights before compression weights after compression



L1 autoencoders models
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Output: 
Conv2d 4 (f=1, k=(3,3)) 

Block 3: 
Dense 1 (n=64) 
ReLU 
Reshape (2,1,32) 

Flatten (64) Block 1: 
Conv2d  (f=16, k=(3,3)) 
ReLU  
Average Pooling (3,1) 

Input: 
19x3x1 

ReLUReLUReLUReLUReLU

Block 2: 
Conv2d 1 (f=32, k=(3,1)) 
ReLU  
Average Pooling (3,1) 

Dense (8) Block 4: 
Conv2d 2 (f=32, k=(3,1)) 
ReLU  
UpSampling (3,1) 
ZeroPadding (0,0),(1,1)

Block 5: 
Conv2d 3 (f=16, k=(3,1)) 
ReLU  
UpSampling (3,1) 
ZeroPadding (1,0),(0,0)

Block 0: 
ZeroPadding (1,0) 
Batch Norm 

CNN MODEL ARCHITECTURE



L1 autoencoders models
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In
pu

t ∈
 ℝ

56
  

BN Dense ∈ ℝ32 Dense ∈ ℝ16 Latent space ∈ ℝ3 Dense ∈ ℝ16 Dense ∈ ℝ32 Dense ∈ ℝ56 

ENCODER DECODER

DNN MODEL ARCHITECTURE


